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Daily Stormer November 3, 2016 Anyone else notice how Hitler these days loves getting people to say “white
power”? This time it’s the allegedly “independent” Time magazine that has done this piece on Hitler’s racist ways.
American white supremacists are inspiring youngsters who fantasize about domestic acts of genocide, rallies in
German cities with tens of thousands of neo-Nazi marchers and denunciations of a “white power” supremacist

mania, says Donald Trump, the would-be president whose campaign makes these other groups seem harmless by
comparison. Let’s take a moment to review the context: 1. This man that Trump is talking about is Benito Mussolini.
2. Benito Mussolini is a popular figure of admiration among white people. 3. Hitler’s popularity was very similar to
Mussolini’s. 4. In fact, the swastika was an adoption of the entire concept of National Socialist German Labor Party
(NSDAP), that the white race needs to be removed from all its biological competitors and most of the resources of
the world. In other words, the swastika was named after the NS’s mascot, a brown-haired robot soldier called “Der

Blutige Schwert” (“The bloody sword”). So the resemblance is pretty clear. The head of one organization – the NS’s
youth organization, Hitler’s Ehrenskomnad – has even said that he’s a “flag-bearer” for the NS. But Mussolini has

even more in common with Hitler than that. The author of the article goes on 3da54e8ca3
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